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INTRODUCTION
w xIn 1959 Philip Hall 5 discovered that there is a unique countable
locally finite group U such that
 .a every finite group can be embedded into U and
 .b any two isomorphic finite subgroups of U are conjugate in U.
 .One can observe that condition b is equivalent to
 .c if A ; B are finite groups, then every embedding of A into U
can be extended to an embedding of B into U.
U This paper was written when the second author was visiting the Middle East Technical
University. He expresses his sincere thanks to his colleagues in the mathematics department
for their hospitality and to the Scientific and Technical Research Council of Turkey for
support. His work was also supported in part by the Advanced Research Foundation of the
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 .This group is usually called the Hall universal group. It follows from c
that U contains an isomorphic copy of every countable locally finite group.
The Hall universal group attracts wide attention as it has numerous
unusual properties. Perhaps, one of the most striking was discovered by
w xHickin who proved in 7, Theorem 4 , that every infinite countable p-group
can be embedded into U as a Sylow p-subgroup.
 .It follows from c that given any infinite series of finite groups S ,i
i s 1, 2, . . . , such that any finite group can be embedded into some S , onei
 4  4  4can find a subsequence S , n s 1, 2, . . . , and embeddings S ª Si i in n nq1
such that U is a union of subgroups U ( S . In particular, U is a union ofi i n
 .subgroups PSL n , F with p prime and suitable n . It is natural to aski p i
 .whether U can be expressed as a union of the infinite groups PSL n , F ,i p
where F is the algebraic closure of the field F of p elements. We provep p
that the answer is positive:
THEOREM 1. Let p be any fixed prime. The Hall uni¨ ersal group is a direct
 .limit of some groups PSL n , F , i s 1, 2, . . . , such that all the sequenti p
 .embeddings are rational maps morphisms of algebraic groups .
This result is a product of our attempt to understand what role in the
theory of locally finite simple groups may be played by direct limits of
algebraic groups. From this point of view, Theorem 1 shows that the
characteristic of the ground field is not an invariant of a direct limit of
algebraic groups. However, we see no other example of a simple locally
finite group that is a direct limit of connected algebraic groups of charac-
teristic p for e¨ery prime p.
In fact, we prove a slightly more general result. To have Theorem 1, one
 .should take F for F and G s PSL n, F . In Theorem 2, G is simple asp n p n
an abstract group.
THEOREM 2. Let F be a finite or an infinite locally finite field of
characteristic p and G be one of the classical simple groups of rank n o¨er F.n
Then any infinite sequence of the groups G contains a subsequence G ,n ni
i s 1, 2, . . . , such that the Hall uni¨ ersal group U is a union of subgroups H ,i
where H ; H , H ( G , and the embeddings G ª G induced by thei iq1 i n n ni i iq1
 .inclusions H ; H extend to rational embeddings morphisms of algebraici iq1
 .groups o¨er F associated with the groups G .p ni
Observe that the embeddings G ª G are not the natural embed-n ni iq1
dings of classical groups.
w xOur proof uses the following result of Donkin; see 2, p. 488 :
LEMMA 1. Let p be a prime. Let G be a simple simply connected linear
salgebraic group o¨er F and s a Frobenius morphism of G. Let G be thep
subgroup of s-fixed points of G. Then the regular representation of Gs extends
to a rational representation of G.
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In general, a reducible representation of Gs does not extend to a
rational representation of G.
COROLLARY 1. Let H be a finite subgroup of a linear algebraic group G
<o¨er F . Then there exists a rational representation f of G such that f H is ap
direct sum of the regular representations of H.
It is interesting to see whether this result is valid for algebraic groups
over a field of characteristic 0. Note that S. Donkin has given a positive
.answer to this question.
COROLLARY 2. Let A, B be two finite isomorphic subgroups of a linear
algebraic group G o¨er F . Then there exists a rational representation f :p
 .  .  .  .G ª SL n, F such that f A is conjugate with f B in SL n, F .p p
Having Lemma 1, we use P. Hall's original construction of U as a direct
limit of regular embeddings of symmetric groups and its version for
w xclassical groups given by Leinen 8 , in order to prove Theorem 2.
In the context of studying the relationship between U and other infinite
simple locally finite groups, Theorem 1 hints at the following question:
What kind of sequences S ; S ; ??? of infinite simple locally finite1 2
groups can approximate U? Or if U is a direct limit of the groups S whati
can be said about the structure of these groups?
This question is quite mysterious. On the one hand, Theorem 1 breaks
down the expectation that the groups S should be ``very big.'' On thei
other hand, we show below that the existence of embeddings S ª S fori j
every i and j does not guarantee U to be a direct limit of the groups S .i
THEOREM 3. The Hall uni¨ ersal group is not a direct limit of infinite
finitary alternating groups.
Observe that a direct limit of finitary alternating groups is not finitary,
unless all but finitely many sequent embeddings are natural. It is worth
mentioning that a locally finite simple group H is not finitary if and only if
 w x wH involves U as a section see Hartley 6, Proposition 1.22 and Hall 4,
x.Theorem 4.5 . Recall that an abstract locally finite group is called finitary
 .if it can be embedded into a finitary general linear group FGL V , where
V is a vector space over a field F. By definition,
FGL V s g g Aut V : dim g y 1 V - ` . 4 .  .  .F
Extending Theorem 3, we prove:
THEOREM 4. U is not a direct limit of finitary nonlinear simple locally
finite groups.
This result seems to be a surprising contrast with Theorem 1.
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PROOFS OF THE RESULTS
Proof of Corollary 1. It is clear that H ; Gs for some Frobenius
morphism s of G. Hence Corollary 1 follows from Lemma 1.
LEMMA 2. Let X and Y be two isomorphic subgroups of a finite group H.
 . <Let f : H ª SL n, F be a linear representation such that f H is an e¨enq
 .  .multiple of the regular representation of H. Then the groups f X and f Y
 .are conjugate in SL n, F .q
 . <Proof. Let V be the natural SL n, F -module. Then V H is a permu-q
tation module associated with an even multiple of the regular permutation
representation of H. It follows that there is a subgroup T isomorphic to
< <  .the symmetric group S with m s H such that H ; T ; SL n, F andm q
< <r : H ª T is the regular embedding. It follows that r X and r Y are
multiples of the regular embeddings of X and Y, respectively. It is known
 .  .  .that groups r X and r Y are conjugate in S , hence, in SL n, F , asm q
desired.
 :Proof of Corollary 2. Let H s A, B be a finite subgroup of G
generated by A and B. By Corollary 1 there exists a rational representa-
 . <tion f : G ª SL n, F such that f H is a multiple of the regular repre-p
<sentations of H. By replacing f by f [ f we can assume that f H is an
even multiple of the regular representations of H. By Lemma 2 the groups
 .A and B are conjugate in SL n, F , as desired.p
Proof of Theorem 2. Express F as a union of finite fields F , whereqi
 < < .F ; F for finite F we take q s F for all i . Let e be the naturalq q i 1i iq1
 .  .embedding of G q in PSL m , q , where m is the dimension of then 1 1 1 11
 .underlying space of the matrix classical group associated with G q .n 11
 .Obviously, e extends to a rational representation of G into PSL m , F ,1 n 1 p1
 .where p s char F .
 .Next, by Corollary 1 there is a rational representation f of PSL m , F1 1 p
<  .such that f PSL m , q is a multiple of the regular representations of1 1 1
 . < PSL m , q . By replacing f by f [ f we can guarantee that f PSL m1 1 1 1 1 1
.  .1, q is an even multiple of the regular representations of PSL m , q .1 1 1
<  .Hence this is also true for f G q . Let k be the degree of f . It is well1 n 1 1 11
known and easy to see that for n G 2k q 3 there is a rational represen-2 1
 .  .  .tation of SL k , F into G such that SL k , q ; G q . We continue1 p n 1 1 n 12 2
 .  .this procedure by applying the same method to G q instead of G q .n 2 n 12 1
 .Let H s DG q . On one hand, H contains an isomorphic image ofn ii
every finite group, and by Lemma 2 any two isomorphic finite subgroups of
H are conjugate. Hence H is isomorphic to U. On the other hand, H
 .coincides with DG F , and we are done.ni
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 .Remark. Observe that U is simultaneously a union of SL n , F andi p
 .their subgroups SL n , F , so U does not have an analogue of thei p
Frobenius endomorphism.
Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose that U is a direct limit of infinite
 .alternating groups S s Alt V , so for i - k we have embeddings t :i i i k
 .  w x.S ª S s Alt V . It is known see 10, Theorem 3 that the orbits ofi k k
  ..  .t Alt V on V are either trivial or natural. Let X, Y ; S s A V bei k i k 1 1
cyclic subgroups of order 15 generated by the permutation x, y, respec-
tively, where x is a cycle of length 15 and y consists of two cycles of
 .  .lengths 3 and 5. Obviously, t X and t Y are not conjugate in1k 1k
 .  .Alt V for any k ) 1. However, by condition b in the introduction anyk
two isomorphic subgroups of U are conjugate. Hence they are conjugate in
 .S s Alt V for k large enough. This contradiction shows that U is not ak k
direct limit of the groups S .i
 w x.LEMMA 3 Hall 4 . Let G be an irreducible simple group of finitary
transformations of an infinite-dimensional space V o¨er a field F that is a
union of finite fields. Then one of the following holds.
 .  .i G ( Alt V for an infinite set V and V as FG-module is isomor-
 .phic to V FV ;
 .  .ii G is the commutator subgroup of I f , where f is a nondegenerate
 .bilinear or quadratic form on V and I f is the group of finitary isometries
of f ;
 . w xiii G is a group of Cameron]Hall type 1 and contains the stable
linear group o¨er F.
 .Recall that the stable linear group under a fixed basis of V is formed by all
the automorphisms of V fixing all but finitely many elements of the basis.
COROLLARY 3. Under the assumption of Lemma 3, G contains a sub-
 .group isomorphic to Alt V for an infinite set V.
Proof of Theorem 4. By Corollary 3, every finitary simple locally finite
 .group contains a subgroup A isomorphic to Alt V for an infinite set V.
Arguing by contradiction, suppose that U s lim G , where G are simplei i
nonlinear finitary groups. Let V be a finitary G -module over a field F ,i i i
w xthat is, G acts on the vector space V by finitary transformations. By 4 Vi i i
are vector spaces over some fields F of the same characteristic p. Sincei
w xA ; G then A ; G . Hence every V is an F A-module. Let A, V1 i i i i
 . wdenote the submodule of V spanned by a¨ y ¨ a g A, ¨ g V . By 3,i i
x w xTheorem 8.2 , A, V is a finite direct sum of modules isomorphic to thei
 .  .``natural'' irreducible F A-module V F V , where V F V is defined to bei i i
the unique nontrivial irreducible constituent of the permutation F A-mod-i
ule associated with V.
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Next, let X and Y be subgroups of order 15 defined in the proof of
Theorem 3 above and let x, y be their generators. Then the normal forms
of the matrices of action of x and y on V are distinct for any fixed i. Iti
 .follows that the groups X and Y are not conjugate in FGL V for every i.i
So we get a contradiction as in the proof of Theorem 3.
We conclude with the following observation.
 4Let S be countable locally finite simple groups containing the Halli ig N
universal group for every i. Then there are embeddings e : S ª S suchi i iq1
that lim S s U.i
Indeed, take the embedding m : S ª U. As there is an embedding ¨ :i i i
U ª S , we take e s ¨ m . Then we obtain the sequenceiq1 i i i
m ¨ m ¨1 1 2 26 6 6 6S U S U S ª ??? ,1 1 2 2 3
where U ( U. Thus, S s lim U is isomorphic to U. By the characterizationi i
of U stated at the beginning of this paper, S is isomorphic to U.
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